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GP ROUNDUP
Supporting GPs in C&P

training о career development о funding о resources

SIGN UP HERE

CAREER & SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
FOR MID-CAREERS GPS

FUNDED PLACES AVAILABLE VIA
C&P TRAINING HUB

MORE INFO

Have you signed up yet? The new
C&P digital staff bank connects you
to hubs and practices with shifts to fill
via the easy-to-use Lantum platform.

Phoenix GP

DSFRH
We are delighted to be working
with Dr Dee McCormack to support
local primary care clinicians to
undertake the DFSRH and Letters
of Competence for intrauterine
techniques and sub dermal implants.
There are 10 funded places available
for clinicians in C&P wanting to
complete their DFSRH /LOC within
the next 12 months.

New C&P Staff Bank

Maternity & Parental
Leave Programme

Designed for GP’s on maternity,
adoption or other parental leave,
this flexible KiT programme provides
support and advice to aid a smooth
transition into time away from work,
keep you up to date while you’re
gone and help you prepare to return.

The Phoenix GP programme,
starting in January 2022, is a
series of 6 evening sessions over
6 months that balances talks from
inspirational GPs with dedicated
skills workshops (developed by the
Time for Care team) to focus on the
challenges faced by mid-career GPs.
Applications will be launching soon,
register your interest now!

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

Return to Practice
Enhanced Induction
Fellowship in General
Practice

A 2-year programme of support
for newly qualified GPs and GPNs
beginning their careers in General
Practice. Applications can be
submitted for any new or already
in post GP or Nurse, who qualified
within the last 12 months.

MORE INFO

SUPPORT PROGRAMME FOR
RETURNING GPS
Are you a GP who has had a
period of absence and would like a
supported return to work? Or do you
know of a colleague in this position?
CPTH is offering funding to practices
for an enhanced induction of 10
clinical sessions over 2-4 weeks
to help GPs gain confidence and
experience again.

MORE INFO

email: candptraininghub@nhs.net | tel: 01733 666670

Free access to
Coaching & Mentoring

Are you in need of an opportunity
for discussion in a safe environment?
Are you questioning “what is next”
for you or worried about returning
to practice? We have two new GP
mentors, Dr Susie Lister and Dr Sarah
Ray, who are here to support you.

MORE INFO

